For the people of Tayside Contracts

Issue 72 - December 2019

Tay Cuisine
Launches Lunches!

The final countdown is underway. Angus and Dundee City Councils have given Tayside Contracts the
green light to boldly go forward and launch a 21st Century catering service delivered from ‘mission
control’ – Tay Cuisine, which will provide over 3 million meals per year as from August 2020.
This promises to be a journey which will be as exciting as it is challenging - however, as ever with
Tayside Contracts, failure is not an option!
Read the full update on the mission on pages 6 and 7.
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I’m sure that this ‘end of year’ edition of
Target will also give you a flavour of our
achievements during 2019 and give a well
deserved profile to some of those who
made this possible.
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n anticipation of the changes to our menus which
will be required when new food and nutrition
legislation comes into effect in October next year we
invited parents and pupils to enjoy a taster evening
at Coupar Angus Primary School and other schools
within Perth and Kinross. Ninety parents attended
the school dining room at Coupar Angus Primary
School and thoroughly enjoyed tasting the wide
and varied dishes available on our primary school
menu. The Head Teacher was delighted with such

‘Another year’s over and what have we done?’, John Lennon once sang. Well,
reflecting on what Tayside Contracts has achieved in 2019 makes me immensely
proud of each and every one of you. You can read for yourself just how successful
we have been by accessing our Annual Performance Report, which is on our
website www.tayside-contracts.co.uk .
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a sizeable turnout and it was great to see parents
and pupils alike tucking into the delicious food on
offer. The evening was voted a great a success and it
was a terrific opportunity for parents to experience
what their children are eating at lunchtime and to do
so within the school dining room environment. The
taster sessions will continue throughout the school
year – and will hopefully be as well-received as the
ones to date!           

While we know how good we are at delivering front line services it is
always deeply gratifying to be recognised as ‘best in class’, especially by
winning a UK national award. The Transport Services team did precisely
that at this year’s APSE ceremony when they were crowned Best
Performer in Transport Operations & Vehicle Maintenance.
As you can see from the front page, another major achievement during
2019 was Angus and Dundee City Councils giving Tayside Contracts the
green light to proceed with the development of a central production unit
at Tay Cuisine. You can read more about this exciting venture on pages 6
and 7. Suffice to say that whilst we are delighted to be progressing with
this ‘Catering for the Future’ initiative, we are under no illusions about
the challenges that still lie ahead to ensure that we are in a position
to deliver over three million meals throughout Angus and Dundee by
August 2020.
This will be just one of the many challenges which will face us in the year
ahead. Council budgets continue to be squeezed and Tayside Contracts
bear the consequences of spending pressures as much as others.
However, let me assure you that far from sitting back and accepting
a decline in the services we deliver we have been busy developing
strategies and plans with our partners which will, I am sure, support
these valued services and most importantly your jobs.
On that positive note, I would like to wish you and your families the
compliments of the season, thank you again for your magnificent
contribution during 2019 and assure you that I have every confidence
that we will all work together to make 2020 yet another memorable and
successful year for all of us.

Managing Director
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ver 300 pupils and parents attended an Open
Evening at Crieff Primary School, an event which has
grown steadily in the three years that we have been
involved.
The theme this year was ‘Summer Time ’ so we took the
opportunity to showcase our new Salad Bar selection and
the catering team themed the food displays with a tropical
twist. We served fish & chips in paper cones using the
new fish bites which are on our current menu, hot dogs
(Quorn) also featured, cous cous sand pit, Mediterranean
pasta, various salads, ice cream and fruit punch, which
all received great feedback from both parents and pupils.
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Ready for Winter
After last year’s mild winter, it’s easy to forget the events of 2017/18 and the Beast from the East,
however, throughout all areas of Tayside our operations teams are fully prepared and ready for
whatever this year’s winter has in store.
We have an extensive fleet of specialist winter equipment at our disposal including snow blowers
which keep the road to Glenshee clear in even the worst weather and a fleet of 74 gritters which are
on hand to ensure that we maintain continuity of our road network without disruption. Our fleet
of 57 mini plough tractors are also prepared and ready to be deployed to keep the footways clear
throughout Tayside.
Winter is a twelve months of the year process in Tayside Contracts and long after the cold weather
is gone and a distant memory, departments throughout the organisation are hard at work ensuring
the following winter season is fully prepared for.
Salt arrives during the summer with a total of 28,000 tonnes delivered between June and July this
year to supplement an already extensive supply of salt which is held at strategic locations throughout
Tayside. In total we have 50,000 tonnes of salt stockpiled at the start of the season with further
deliveries ordered to replenish
supplies as and when required.
In addition to maintaining our
fleet of operational plant and
vehicles throughout the year,
our workshop team spend
the summer servicing and
preparing our winter fleet for
the forthcoming winter season.
There are over 2,600 grit bins
located throughout the Tayside
region which are replenished
before the cold weather starts,
then refilled throughout the
season as usage levels require.

by Ewan MacNaughton –
Dundee Roads Maintenance Partnership Manager
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Extensive training is delivered by our in house training department to our winter operatives
before the season commences, including refresher training on routes and specialist plant
operation training, ensuring most importantly that the winter service is delivered in a safe
and efficient manner.
Our frontline operatives form the backbone of the operation and are imperative to our service
response success. Our workforce are out making the road network passable in the early hours
of the morning or in the evening when most of us are still sleeping in the warmth of our homes.
Much of our winter maintenance goes unnoticed and that’s a credit to all the operational
teams involved throughout Tayside.
Saturday, Sunday, Christmas and New Year? Yep, those days are covered as well. Our frontline
teams are available regardless of the festivities. The weather doesn’t take days off so neither
do our frontline winter teams.
When the snow inevitably arrives, we are fully
prepared for the worst. With a well-established
support network of local farmers and our clients
(Angus, Dundee and Perth & Kinross Councils)
supplementing our winter efforts, even the worst
weather can be tackled. Whatever the weather,
we’ve got it covered.

Image credited to Mike Brocklebank
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CATERING FOR THE FUTURE!

I

n an uncertain world, one thing we can be sure
of is that there will be ongoing pressure to
deliver more for less. That, of course, is a big ask.
However, it can be done, and Tayside Contracts
has stepped up to the plate once again with
an exciting vision for the future of our school,
nursery and community meals services.

The Scottish Government’s Early Learning Childcare
(ELC) initiative will require Tayside Contracts to
deliver an additional 1.2 million meals per year on
behalf of the Tayside Councils from August 2020.
In the Perth and Kinross area, this can be achieved
with the existing service delivery model. However,
this simply would not be possible in the Angus and
Dundee areas.
Another key factor in our thinking was how best
can we protect the quality of our services in a world
of budget cuts and most importantly how can we
protect jobs?

The Tay Cuisine Central Production Unit will be:

We developed a service model and work is now well
underway to meet the very tight timescale of having
the new service up and running by August 2020.
The new service model is designed around a cookfreeze Central Production Unit (CPU) where freshly
cooked meals will be frozen for shipping out to hubs
across Tayside, where they will be regenerated.

better for the environment

better for the local suppliers

better for school and nursery pupils

better for Tayside Contracts’ workforce

At point of service, there will be no change to the
service the pupils currently receive. The food will be
served from the same servery and will be presented
in the same manner. The food will look the same,
taste the same and in most cases, the meals will be
served by the same familiar, welcoming faces.
A Project Team has been established to ensure that
this daunting but exciting project is delivered on time
and on budget, with all objectives achieved.

Frank Reilly
CPU Project Leader

Gary Conway
CPU Project Manager

Ibukun Strachan
Depute CPU Project
Manager

Jane Deasley
CPU Project Operations
Manager

The
Project Team
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Thank you for joining us!

Garry Livie, Trainer/Assessor

Laura Edgar, Senior Clerical Assistant
I joined Tayside Contracts in June 2019 as a temp to
help over the holiday period due to sickness. I applied
for the permanent role that came up and started in
September 2019. I came from Tayside Plumbing where
I worked for 8 years in their accounts department.

Diane Kidd, Principal Accountant
I joined Tayside Contracts in September 2019 as Principal
Accountant. My main role in this post is to support the Facilities
Services Division. Prior to this I worked in NHS Tayside’s Finance
Department for 17 years. My career in NHS Tayside begun
after I graduated in 2002 from Abertay University with a BA in
Accounting. I then completed relevant training and exams and I
qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 2007. During my 17 years
at NHS Tayside I worked across a number of functions within the
Finance department including Financial Services, Internal Audit,
Corporate Governance and Management Accounts.
Outside of work I am kept busy with my two sons and I enjoy
socialising with friends.

Chris Brown, Health and Safety Adviser
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Also, it is with great pleasure that we welcome two ‘well kent’ faces to the Safety and Training team.
Stuart Kettles and Garry Livie both bring a wealth of practical skills, knowledge and experience and a combination
of 50 years ‘roads’ experience!
Stuart Kettles, Trainer/Assessor

Stuart worked with
Tayside Contracts as
a Road worker and
Chargehand from 19992008 and Angus Council
up until 2019 as an
Area Roads Supervisor.
Stuart explained that he
is delighted to be back
where it first started for
him and is looking forward to reacquainting
himself with old and new colleagues and to
pass on all what he has learned
over the years!
Ron McCabe, Safety and Training
Manager stated, ‘We are very excited to have
them join us in the role of Trainer/Assessor and look
forward to them settling in and progressing through an
intensive programme of induction training before they
start to deliver training events.’

Garry started his career
with Tayside Contracts
in 1996 and has spent
all of his days at the
Fairmuir Depot working
for both Operations and
Street Lighting. Garry
felt the time was right
to give something back
to the organisation and
is excited by the opportunity to be able to
pass on his vast knowledge and experience.
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Recently we wished George Smith congratulations on his retirement ahead
of his 60th birthday. George was one of those rare people who spent their
working life with one employer. George was thanked by Iain Waddell who
provided a few stories about George’s time as a Roadworker, Assistant
Plant Manager, Fleet Engineer, Trainer/Assessor and shop steward!! Iain
acknowledged that ‘George made quite an impact over the years, and
that’s not so easy to do these days’.
The Sidlaw Suite was full with colleagues who in turn thanked George for
being a helpful worker and a good friend.

Chris is a graduate of Dundee University with a MA (Hons) in
Economic studies. Chris opted against employment in this field
and pursued a career in Health & Safety, completing NEBOSH
qualifications in Occupational Health & Safety, Fire Safety and
Construction Health & Safety. Following the completion of these
qualifications Chris moved to London, where he was employed by
Capita Property & Infrastructure as a Health, Safety & Fire Officer.
This role required Chris to undertake and be responsible for health
and safety services for a number of private and public sector
clients, ranging from local authorities and construction firms to
major sporting venues.

The past few months has seen quite a
few changes in the Finance section with
the retirement of Mary McKay (left) and
Graeme Irons (right). Mary was with us
for 28 years and Graeme 32 years.

These experiences have led Chris to return to Dundee to undertake the role of Health and
Safety Adviser at Tayside Contracts and we are delighted to have him join us.

Tayside Contracts wishes Mary and
Graeme all the best in their retirement.
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lanning is well underway for the 11th
annual Tayside Excellence Awards
2020, which will culminate in an exciting
gala evening to be presented yet again
in Dundee’s Caird Hall on Friday 15 May
2020.
The TEA Ceremony remains dedicated
to celebrating and showcasing the
excellent work that you and your
teams carry out across Tayside every
day. If you feel that a colleague or a
team has been working at a level that
makes them stand out as the ‘BEST’ then please
get nominating now!

Completed nomination forms must be returned
no later than Monday 3 February 2020. Electronic
submissions available on the website and
intranet should be sent to the TEA email address:
tea@tayside-contracts.co.uk
We look forward to receiving your nominations…..
Good luck everyone!

Open To All Awards – 2020
Judging Criteria and Nomination Form

All Tayside Contracts employees are invited to nominate an individual or team for the award categories below. Your nomination should make reference to the criteria listed for each award category as the shortlist and
eventual award winners will be determined using these judgement criteria.
AWARDS OPEN TO ALL
‘Best Service Team’
‘Excellence in Customer Service’
‘Outstanding Contribution’
‘L.E.A.D.S’ by Example’
AWARDS OPEN TO ALL JUDGEMENT CRITERIA
Best Service Team
A team which:
99 Works and performs exceptionally well together
99 Excels in their everyday activities
99 Demonstrates innovation and achieves service improvements/efficiencies
99 Demonstrates particularly high skills and knowledge of their jobs
99 Achieves high standards of performance/customer care

There are various categories of awards, including
four ‘Awards Open to All’:
99 Best Service Team
99 Excellence in Customer Service
99 Outstanding Contribution
99 L.E.A.D.S by Example

Excellence in Customer Service
An individual OR team who:
99 Provides excellent customer care and service
99 Demonstrates particularly high skills and knowledge of their job
99 Demonstrates an outstanding ability to collaborate and co-operate with others
99 Achieves exceptionally high standards of customer care
99 Demonstrates innovation and achieves service improvements/efficiencies

We need you to tell us who should get the
awards, and it is also very important that your
submission(s) clearly make reference to all
points within the judging criteria as nominees
are scored, using your forms, on each of the
criteria. So the more information you give, the
better the chances your nominee has of being
chosen as a winner.

Outstanding Contribution
An individual who displays exceptional performance in:
99 Developing their skills and knowledge
99 Exceeding the expectations of their manager, supervisor or colleagues
99 Demonstrating an outstanding ability to collaborate and co-operate with others
99 Providing excellent customer care and service
99 Demonstrating innovation and achieving service improvements/efficiencies

The nomination form and details of the judging
criteria for each of these awards are included
within this edition of Target which you can pull
out. You may prefer to complete the form online
by visiting the Tayside Contracts website:
www.tayside-contracts.co.uk
or click here if viewing online.
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Excellence Awards 2020

L.E.A.D.S
A leader who displays exceptional performance and:
99 Leads by example and communicates with integrity, humility and passion
99 Has a clear vision of future challenges and opportunities and how to deliver success
99 Is responsive to change, works smarter and improves individual and team capabilities
99 Creates strong working relationships with all internal and external contacts
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Important Submission Information
All forms MUST be returned to the TEA team by Monday 3 February 2020. Please scan and/or email your form
to tea@tayside-contracts.co.uk or send the original paper copy to the TEA Team, Tayside Contracts, Contracts
House, 1 Soutar Street, Dundee, DD3 8SS.
These awards are open to all employees who have worked for Tayside Contracts between January 2019 and
January 2020.
Entries will ONLY be accepted from employees working for Tayside Contracts.

Your details - person making nomination
Your Name
Your Job Title
Your Place of Work
Who do you want to nominate?

Do not include any supporting documentation, only the nomination form and further explanations on another
sheet will be accepted and judged.

Their Team Name

You can nominate more than one individual or team but each nomination MUST be on a separate form.

Their Place of Work

THE AWARDS WHICH WILL BE PRESENTED
ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Who can nominate:

Best Service Team
Excellence in Customer Service
Outstanding Contribution
‘LEADS’ by Example

Who is the lead person in the
team
Lead Person’s Job Title
SUPPORTING STATEMENT FOR AWARD NOMINATION (ALL sections MUST be completed)

Open To All

•
•
•
•

NOMINATION FORM
Nomination for
‘Best Service Team’

OPEN TO ALL AWARDS - 2020

•
•
•
•

Any Tayside Contracts employee
Any Tayside Contracts employee
Any Tayside Contracts employee
Any Tayside Contracts employee

NOMINATION - SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Please detail below why you believe your nominated individual deserves to win a Tayside Contracts Excellence Award.
Entries will be considered for those who meet some or all of the criteria outlined on page one. Please continue on a
separate sheet if necessary.
What is it that makes them work and perform exceptionally well together?

How do they excel in their everyday activities?

What do they do that is innovative and results in service improvements/efficiencies?

What do they do that demonstrates particularly high skills and knowledge of their jobs?

How do they achieve high standards of performance/customer care?

12

Closing date for submissions - 3 February 2020
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OPEN TO ALL AWARDS - 2020

NOMINATION FORM
Nomination for
‘Excellence in Customer Service’

OPEN TO ALL AWARDS - 2020

NOMINATION FORM
Nomination for
‘Outstanding Contribution’

Your details - person making nomination
Your Name

Your details - person making nomination
Your Name

Your Job Title

Your Job Title

Your Place of Work

Your Place of Work
Who do you want to nominate?

Who do you want to nominate?
Their name

Individual or Team Name

Their Job Title

Their Place of Work

Their Place of Work

Who is the lead person in the
team

Who is their direct line manager?
SUPPORTING STATEMENT FOR AWARD NOMINATION (ALL sections MUST be completed)

Lead Person’s Job Title
SUPPORTING STATEMENT FOR AWARD NOMINATION (ALL sections MUST be completed)
NOMINATION - SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Please detail below why you believe your nominated individual deserves to win a Tayside Contracts Excellence Award.
Entries will be considered for those who meet some or all of the criteria outlined on page one. Please continue on a
separate sheet if necessary.
Give an example of where they provide excellent customer care and service?

What do they do that demonstrates particularly high skills and knowledge of their job?

Give an example of where they have demonstrated an ability to co-operate and work with others?

NOMINATION - SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Please detail below why you believe your nominated individual deserves to win a Tayside Contracts Excellence
Award. Entries will be considered for those who meet some or all of the criteria outlined on page one. Please
continue on a separate sheet if necessary.
What do they do to develop their skills and knowledge?

How do they exceed the expectations of their manager, supervisor or colleagues?

How do they demonstrate an outstanding ability to collaborate and co-operate with others?

What is it they do that results in exceptionally high customer care?

How do they provide excellent customer care and service?

What do they do to improve service development?

What have they done which demonstrates innovation and the achievement of service improvements/
efficiencies?

Closing date for submissions - 3 February 2020
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OPEN TO ALL AWARDS - 2020

NOMINATION FORM
Nomination for
‘L.E.A.D.S by Example’

Logistics and Direction, Employee Engagement, Adaptability and Resourcefulness, Deliver Results, Stakeholder Engagement

Your details - person making nomination

Your Name
Your Job Title
Guidance Notes

Your Place of Work
Who do you want to nominate?

The success of any nomination is partially dependent on the information provided on the nomination form.
Please refer to the following guidance notes to ensure that your nomination is completed in a way that gives
your nominee(s) the best chance of success!

Their name
Their Job Title
Their Place of Work
Who is their direct line manager?

•

Please do not include any additional supporting documentation as only the nomination form will be
judged.

•

Please try to ensure that you answer every question. Each answer is allocated a score. If you leave a question blank, it will be allocated a score of 0 which will reduce the overall score of your nomination.

•

Answer each question in as much detail as possible. It is recommended that each answer should contain a
maximum of 400 words.

•

Please note: This is not a writing competition! It is perfectly acceptable to use bullet points in your submission rather than ‘long flowing sentences’.

•

Please ensure that when answering questions you provide relevant, meaningful information and lots of
examples.

•

Ask for Help. If you would like to nominate an individual or team, but are finding it difficult to put into words
what you would like to say, then speak to your line manager or a member of the TEA Project Team for assistance or even get a colleague to help.

SUPPORTING STATEMENT FOR AWARD NOMINATION (ALL sections MUST be completed)
NOMINATION - SUPPORTING STATEMENT
Please detail below why you believe your nominated individual deserves to win a Tayside Contracts Excellence
Award. Entries will be considered for those who meet some or all of the criteria outlined on page one. Please
continue on a separate sheet if necessary.
What makes your nominee an effective leader e.g. Leads by example? Engages with employees?
Communicates with integrity, humility and passion?

How does your nominee bring about change in the workplace? e.g. Conceiving new ways of doing things?
Encouraging and building confidence of team to suggest their ideas? Building capability through nurturing and
developing talent? Through personal drive and passionate commitment?

How has your nominee supported and developed learning and capabilities within the team? e.g. Regular
communication, on job training/coaching/mentoring, encouraged to attend learning events and share
information?

How has your nominee influenced and inspired you to go that extra mile?

Closing date for submissions - 3 February 2020

T

he Perth Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)
has a new EU Citizens Support Project in
partnership with Perth & Kinross Association
of Voluntary Service Ltd (PKAVS). The Scottish
CAB network runs a special service offering
free assistance to any EU, EEA or Swiss person
in Scotland who wants to stay here after Brexit.
The Perth CAB supports individuals, employers
and other organisations in the Tayside region.

For individuals:
They can explain and help through the EUSS
application process. They can also support
anyone unsure if the application is necessary.

Tayside Contracts was delighted to be helping
with the set up for the fireworks display
in Arbroath which was held on Saturday 2
November at RM Condor by supplying 200
traffic cones, probably to the despair of the
many drivers.
However, with so many enthusiastic people
attending and travelling to the event, it was
an important safety issue to keep traffic and
parked cars well away from what would be
heavily pedestrianised areas. This helped
keep everyone attending as safe as possible.

The service is entirely free and confidential,
and translation services can be made available.

Tayside Contracts Help Tackle Period Poverty

They have flexible appointment times and
can accommodate families in one visit.
Appointments can be arranged in person or
over the phone with the local CAB:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

by Cra

Perth – 01738 450581
Dundee – 01382 307494
Arbroath – 01241 870661
Forfar – 01307 467096
Montrose – 01674 673263

Gary Chmiel and Ibukun Strachan were
invited along to the Central Library in
the Wellgate Centre, Dundee for the
launch of free sanitary product provision.
Tayside Contracts is proud to be playing
its part in this very laudable Scottish
Government initiative to tackle period
poverty and will be co-ordinating the
stocking and replacement of sanitary
products for 40 public buildings within
Dundee. This will include community
centres, libraries and sports and leisure
facilities.

or via email EUCitizens@Perthcab.org.uk
CAB also launched a national help line 0800
916 9847, where anyone can speak with a
dedicated EU Adviser.
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Partnership Working,
Improves Major Junctions

T

he Perth Road Maintenance Partnership have been an integral partner in the delivery of
three major junction improvements across Perth & Kinross in the last nine months. All three
projects were awarded at a total value of just over £1m. The early contractor involvement
provided positive benefits in considering actual construction works, traffic management
requirements and programming dates. This early involvement gave consideration to night shift
working to facilitate surfacing while minimising inconvenience to the travelling public.
The integrated planning and programming ensured all three projects attracted a positive
response, with few complaints from commuters about disruption.

 before

The award of all three projects are a further demonstration of the added value we give to our
clients in terms of reduced lead in times, the range of skills and services we can provide, flexibility
in terms of workforce availability during holiday periods as well as value for money, all whilst
continuing to deliver a high quality end product.
The improvement projects were:

Broich Road Crieff
This was completed during the school summer holidays and included kerbing, carriageway reconstruction,
footway resurfacing, ducting and traffic signal apparatus. The excavated material was contaminated with
coal tar and required it to be taken to Huddersfield for disposal as no Scottish facilities are licensed to accept
it. The works were managed from the Perth office but as we all need summer holidays the Blair Atholl depot
covered holiday absences to ensure its timeous completion.

after 

These works were completed two weeks ahead of schedule and in time for the Crieff Highland Gathering.

Dunkeld Road and
Barrack Street Perth
Glasgow Road at Cherrybank Perth

This was the last project to
be completed in October.
This junction improvement
scheme
also
involved
work activities during day
and night with operatives
carrying out road surfacing works at night during the October holiday period and footpath tactile crossing and
signal pole works during the day.

Following quality issues with works undertaken by a
private developers at this busy high profile junction, the
partnership was engaged by Perth and Kinross to rectify
the issues. This involved the installation of traffic signal
controlled junctions at the B9112 Necessity Brae and
another at the junction with Oakbank Place.
These works were successfully completed three weeks
ahead of schedule and a collaborative approach was
taken utilising Dundee’s surfacing squad on a night shift
to cover peaks in workload.
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This busy junction is being transformed to support improved signalised crossing facilities for pedestrians,
carriageway and footpath surfacing and the bus lane being replaced with a cycle lane.
This is the third major junction improvement undertaken by Tayside Contracts on behalf of Perth & Kinross
Council this financial year.
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Apprentices 2019

n August this year the Construction
Division took on another eight
roadworker apprentices on a two year
contract. They have been engaged
over the three operational areas of
Dundee, Angus & Perth & Kinross.

The apprenticeship programme covers a
combination of on the job training and college based learning. The first year is a mixture of work
experience with Tayside Contracts and 14 weeks at Edinburgh College Skills Academy. Year two is
furthering skills on and off site and completing all college work. The end goal is for Tayside Contracts
to be able to offer these apprentices a full time contract as a skilled roadworker.
After the success of our first intake of apprentices in 2017, we have employed five apprentices as full
time roadworkers, we have high hopes for this group.
by Scott Banks, Works Manager, Angus

Transport Services

by Bob Ritchie, Transport Services Manager

Within Transport Services we have an ongoing commitment to the recruitment of apprentice
mechanics as a means of offering opportunities to young people and at the same time addressing
some of the staff shortages that exist both within Tayside Contracts and the wider motor vehicle repair
and maintenance industry.
We recently welcomed a further three apprentices, Rhys Longmuir and Jack Mackey at Peasiehill,
Arbroath and Darren Greig in Perth, on a four year apprenticeship programme. They join the other
five apprentices who are already part of our workforce. Their on the job training is supported by block
release at Edinburgh College who are capable of delivering a wide range of training which matches
our fleet requirements and leads
to qualifications that will benefit
both Tayside Contracts and
their longer term personal
development.
Not to be overlooked in this
is the vital role of the other
workshop staff who support and
mentor the apprentices. This
is an essential element of the
apprentice training.
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Pictured above is Declan Macfarlane, right, and left,
Ewan Macnaughton, Dundee Roads Maintenance
Partnership Manager

O

n Saturday 26 October 2019, ‘The Courier Business Awards Ceremony and Dinner’ was held in the
Apex Hotel, Dundee. Tayside Contracts was delighted to have one of our apprentices, Declan Macfarlane, Apprentice Roadworker, there as one of the four finalists in the ‘Apprentice of the Year’ award.
Unfortunately Declan was not successful on the night but we are still proud of his efforts having been
nominated for many ‘Apprentice of the Year’ awards during his apprenticeship. This did not dampen his
spirits on the night and he continued to enjoy the rest of the evening.
Declan is still with Tayside Contracts and is now in a full time post of Roadworker 4 and we wish him every
success in his career...hopefully within Tayside Contracts and aiming for more award nominations!

Accompanying Declan on the night was, from
left to right is Rachel, Declan Macfarlane, Ewan
Macnaughton, Dundee Roads Maintenance
Partnership Manager and Angie Thompson,
Equalities & Communications Manager
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Tayside Contracts’ Association with
‘Dundee Bairns’ Charity

I

n Dundee, Tayside Contracts continued our proud
association with the ‘Dundee Bairns’ charity that
provides activities in over 20 locations across the city.

We now provide the service from Coldside Campus due
to the conversion of Tay Cuisine to a cook-freeze facility.
Also, as a result of the increased number of nursery
hours that are now becoming available to parents
and pupils under the Early Years and Childcare (ELC)
initiative, the October school holiday period was the
first holiday period where our catering team delivered
‘Dundee Bairns’ and nursery meals during what would
normally be their own ‘holiday’ period.
It is testimony to the conscientiousness and commitment
of our employees that we had no problem having enough
staff to deliver 1,625 breakfasts and 5,124 lunches to
‘Dundee Bairns’ and over 750 meals to nursery classes.

New Tri-Council
Street Lighting Partnership

A

new
tri-authority
Street
Lighting
Partnership has been agreed. Following
the retirement last September of John Shand,
the previous Partnership Manager for the
Angus Council area, Angus Council expressed a
wish to merge with Tayside Contracts existing
Partnership with both Dundee and Perth &
Kinross Councils.

he APSE performance networks was
pleased to announce Tayside Contracts
Transport Services team as the winner
in the category of Best in Transport
Operations and Vehicle Maintenance for
2019. The awards ceremony took place at
the performance networks seminar at the
Grand Hotel, Blackpool on the evening of
Thursday 5 December 2019. The charity
awards dinner is a special event in the local
government calendar and in recent years
has raised over £40,000 for Parkinsons UK.

by Lisa C
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he Street Lighting Partnership continues to
roll out LED lighting across Dundee, Perth
& Kinross and Angus Council areas. All three
Councils are investing in LED lighting with the
Dundee project being the most ambitious of them
all in terms of scale (18,000 lights) with a tight 2
year timescale to manage.

This is the second year of the Dundee project with
10,000 LEDs having been installed last year in mainly
residential areas to the North and East of the city.

Some of the Transport Services team
pictured here are, from left to right,
Andrew Ratcliffe, Ian Larg, Tracey Rennie,
Derek Laing, Galin Zhivkov, Graham
Robertson and Bob Ritchie
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More information on the integration will be
provided in the future.

At the Street Lighting Partnership Executive
Board meeting on 21 March 2019, it was agreed
that a new tri-authority arrangement be put in
place initially for a trial basis of one year with
the intention of aligning partnering agreements
into a longer term 5 year arrangement.
The new organisation is be headed by the
current Partnership Manager, Lisa Chiles, and

Transport Services bags a National Award!

T

will be able to provide flexibility in service
delivery across the three Council areas
through implementing the One Construction
approach.

Work is currently ongoing to complete the lower mounted lighting with the project moving onto the next
phase of higher mounted (main and distributor roads) soon.
Work is due to be completed by March 2020 and will reduce Dundee City Council's electricity bill each
year by more than 50%.

tel 01382 812721 Tayside Contracts
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‘So Little Of What Could Happen Does Happen’
Salvador Dali quote (also a painter!)

S

ince October this year, Neil Quinn (pictured
front) and Paul Drummond (pictured back)
have provided a minor works painting service
for Perth and Kinross Council schools. There is a
high demand for Neil and Paul’s services, ranging
from painting dining halls and classrooms to
railings and playground shelters. The quality of
their work as well as their professionalism has
not gone unnoticed, with Head Teachers singing
their praises and recommending their services for
future work.

I

n the last edition of Target I explained how most of
the vehicles and plant that we buy are purchased
through a tender process and that we can’t just go
out and buy what we want or fancy. We also have
a limited budget that we need to spend wisely and
get the most from. However, we also need to look at
new vehicle and plant types so that we move with
the times and take advantage of new technologies.

Nicola Tyrell, Head Teacher at Aberuthven Primary
School, said:

‘They have such a kind manner with our staff and
pupils alike and have been brilliant at working
around the day to day life in our school. There has
been very little additional mess too as they have
ensured their workspace is tidied as they go.’

We have recently made a significant investment
at Collace Quarry with the
introduction of a new Doosan
DL350-5 loading shovel and
a Doosan DX255LC-5 25t
tracked excavator. Both were
supplied by Balgownie at
Inverurie. This represents an
investment of circa £285,000.

This is an excellent example of new business
acquired by Tayside Contracts as part of our
2017-20 business plan strategy of expansion and
diversification.

Through working with our
Angus Council client we were
able to replace Iveco Tracker
6x6 gritters with DAF 6x4s.
The all wheel drive 6x6s were
more expensive to maintain
and more difficult to operate
for the drivers. The gritter bodies fitted to these have
moved from Econ to Cuthbertson.

As Council budgets continue to shrink in some
areas, leading to our traditional areas of work
diminishing through, for example, the introduction
of lighting columns that do not require painting,
other sources of work are being identified to
ensure we protect the workforce and continue to
grow our business by ‘providing existing services
to new customers and delivering new services to
existing customers’.
It is hoped that the success of the painting work carried out for Perth and Kinross will be thin edge of what
will be a bigger wedge in the form of a Tayside Contracts/Dundee City Council partnership to deliver a range
of routine maintenance and minor works to Councils and other clients within and outwith Tayside.
We move forward into an increasingly challenging economic and business environment with every confidence
that by delivering ‘the desired range of services, at the desired quality and at the desired cost’ Tayside
Contracts will continue not only to survive but to prosper. Promoting and selling the Tayside Contracts brand
is more important than ever and nothing succeeds like success.
So, well done and a big thank you from all of us at Tayside Contracts to our superb ‘brand ambassadors’,
Neil and Paul!
By Ibukun Strachan, Business Development and Improvement Manager
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What’s New on the Fleet?
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Similarly we have replaced our old Rolba snowblower,
based at Forfar, with a tractor mounted blower. This
will be operated on a sub-contract basis by a local
farmer. This is the second of these attachments on
the fleet.
Traditionally all our 6m³ demount gritters have
been powered by a diesel donkey engine. This
year to coincide with the introduction of two new
18t tippers we have been able to introduce two
hydraulically driven demounts. These are powered
from an engine mounted Power Take Off (PTO) on

the tipper meaning that we don’t have the emissions
or noise from the donkey engines. These tippers and
demounts will be based in Dundee and Forfar.
Over recent years our larger tower wagons have
been Iveco Daily panel vans with either Gardner
Denver or more recently Versalift platforms. These
have not been trouble-free and accessing specialist
engineers has been an issue. So, with that in mind
the tower wagon about to be delivered has an
Aldercote platform although
still mounted on a Daily
chassis. This will be based in
Perth.
We have also invested heavily
in two new pavers, one midi
and one mini. Both are
manufactured and supplied
by BG Pavers. The midi is
a model BGP308 T20-40
(pictured here) and the mini
is model BGPC4308 V10-25.
This is an investment of circa
£250,000.
I said in the last edition of Target that we had
purchased two fully electric powered Renault Kangoo
ZE small panel vans which are based at Fairmuir
Depot in Dundee. Shortly after buying these there
was a legislation change which, in the interests of
road safety, required such vehicles to emit a noise.
There was no legal requirement to retro fit. However,
we decided that we should fall in line and both vans
are now fitted with Brigade Electronic ‘Quiet Vehicle
Sounders’. The sound self-adjusts in line with the
vehicle speed. As usual we will monitor performance
and take feedback.
By Bob Ritchie, Transport Services Manager
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ayside Contracts’ trade union members have been doing their bit for charity and raised £1,000
to help fund a defibrillator. When staff of the Tayside Contracts Branch of Unite the Union became
aware that local community first responders only had one defibrillator to cover the entire Dundee area,
they immediately sprung into action and began a campaign to raise funds to help buy a second defibrillator.
Community first responders are volunteers and work as part of the Scottish Ambulance Service to help
provide life saving treatment. Colin Young, Chair of the Tayside Contracts Branch of Unite the Union said
‘the decision to help out was made at a union meeting’. He said: ‘It was unanimously agreed we would
purchase a new defibrillator to help save lives in Dundee and the surrounding areas. The branch regularly
helps local charities, our support even goes as far as our members children’s clubs. We are not just here
to represent our members with work related issues, we want people to know we are here to help anyone
in need.’
First Response trainer, Hazel Glass said: “The
group is extremely grateful for this donation
from Tayside Contracts (Unite Union) which has
helped purchase another automated external
defibrillator (AED) for use in the community.”

Hazel with Colin Young (in the red vest), and Paul
Drummond, George Millar and Jim Cosgrove, from
Tayside Contracts Dundee at the handover.

Target
To submit articles for future issues of the newsletter contact:
Tayside Contracts
Tel: 01382 812721
Email: target@tayside-contracts.co.uk
Web: www.tayside-contracts.co.uk
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